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FADE IN

INT.HALLWAY.NIGHT

The night settles as a family of four descend into slumber.

Hours into the night, a man, Astir wakes up to relieve 
himself and investigates the far hallway room because its 
inside lighting is flickering red and yellow.

He discovers something sinister is going on and pulls his 
wife Alice by her hair out of a room full of candles and a 
pentagram glowing on the floor.

The room fades in the distance as her feet drag along the 
hallway floor and bump violently against the stairs.

ALICE
(Screams Loud)

No! Stop!

ASTIR
Shut UP!

ALICE
Aaarrggh!

The woman is dragged and slammed into a seated position. *

ASTIR
YOU, have done ENOUGH! *

Astir stares at her eyes within a millimeter.

A rope is thrown over Alice’s neck as she sits there in pure 
shock. 

There is a loud SHUFFLING, struggle and GRUNTING.

THE SCENE BECOMES OUT OF FOCUS.

Alice’s view is a dark, dank cellar as she swings left to 
right.

Alice chokes and struggles to talk.

ALICE
(Chokes out and can’t be 
heard)

It’s...reversed!



Alice sees her daughter come down the stairs but she can’t 
hear what the little girl is saying.

The woman's choking intensifies. Her vision gets cloudier.

ALICE(CONT’D)
(Faint choking into a 
harsh whisper)

Br...ee!

BREE (SIX YEAR OLD DAUGHTER)
Momma? MOMMA!

More footsteps indicate another coming down to the cellar.

CALI (EIGHT YEAR OLD SON)
Mommy? Why are you hanging up 
there? Momma!

ALICE
(Choking and trying to 
scream out but only 
sharply whispering)

Ggggghhh Caliiii!

She reaches for him.

Her vision fades.

Next to her, a chair falls backward as Astir’s feet push from 
it. He jumps into an open noose.

A sickening snap is heard after the rope encircles his neck 
and his body descends abruptly.

CALI
BREE, stay there!

Alice can only see her children with one eye open as she 
hangs.

Without warning, the boy is thrown by an invisible force 
across the cellar and into the wall.

He slumps down.

BREE
(Giggles nervously)
Hee hee!

Bree is uncertain about what’s happening then realizes Cali 
is hurt.
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CALI
(Wakes up in pain and weakly calls 
out)
Bree!  Bree! Look out! It’s coming 
for you!

BREE
What is?

Bree is whisked up by some invisible force and is thrown down 
on her bottom.

Bree forces a small nervous laugh and then starts crying.

Cali’s eyes widen in fear and he is picked up and smashed 
into the other wall.

Alice struggles to breathe and reaches out.

ALICE
(Barely manages to be 
heard)

Children!

BREE
Don’t! Hey, stop!

Bree shakes something off her shoulders. 

A profile of a man in the shadows rushes by. 

The profile gets smaller as it runs into the corner.

BREE (CONT’D)
Hey, Momma, look! Susie is here!

CALI
(calls out from the far 
wall)

That isn’t Susie! She’s with her 
Nanny!

BREE
What?

A shadow rushes inside the cellar, very close to the 
children.

CALI
Bree, go hide! NOW!

BREE
Hide? Where?
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Bree is thrown across the cellar and into a small heap of 
pain against the wall.

CALI
          (Grunting)
I will...I will beat you! Put her 
down!

This time Bree and Cali are thrown into each other. 

They are whisked away into a dark shadow. 

The floor is vacant.

The two of them land hard on the cellar floor, grasping for 
each other.

SHADOW
Hush, little ones.

There is a moment of choice for the Shadow.

Heaven’s light pulsates and dims.

Hell’s red flare surges and darkens.

The Shadow grumbles in massive disapproval of both choices.

SHADOW (CONT’D)
(Deep growls)

I will create my own forever, very 
soon. First, it’s time to play.

There is deep laughter. The children huddle and look up at 
something. Their bloodied faces emerge one by one by the 
morning light, cast by the far window.

BREE             CALI
Daddy?                Daddy?

Alice is still hanging by the neck and in one last reflex, 
reaches for the children, slumps and dies.

The Shadow slams another UNIDENTIFIED unconscious female 
visitor against the wall, waking her. 

Her eyes glaze into near lifelessness and she slumps to the 
floor near the revolver. 

She chokes, can barely see, but notices the Magnum.

SHADOW
You have been shown your fate! For 
the last time! Rise and KILL! 
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MELISSA
I’m the Nanny, not a murderer!

The gun hovers near Melissa’s face.

The Shadow points to the hanging female corpse. 

And then to the children.

 FADE WHITE INTO 
NEXT SCENE
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